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Oldstyle

Typefaces can be loosely grouped into a variety of stylistic classifications. 

These roughly (at first) follow the historic evolution of set type.

Serif Typeface

Bembo
Original designed by Francesco Griffo, 1500, Venice, Italy

Angled axis

Low contrast in stroke weight

Bracketed serif



Transitional

Baskerville
Original designed by John Baskerville, mid-18th century England

Serif Typeface

Vertical axis

Higher contrast in stroke weight

Bracketed 

(sharper) serif

Teardrop terminal



Modern
Serif Typeface

Bodoni
Original designed by Giambattista Bodoni, 1800, Italy

Vertical axis

High contrast in stroke weight

No bracket 

on serif

Ball terminal



Slab Serif
Rockwell
Originating with 19th century wood type fonts

Serif Typeface

Mono weight stroke (note slight thinning where curve meets straight)

No bracket 

on rectangular serifs



Sans Serif g
Gill Sans
Early 20th century, designed by Eric Gill, England

Sans Serif Typeface: Humanist

Practically mono weight stroke (note thinning on horizontals)

Two story lower case “a” and “g”



Sans Serif g
Mono weight stroke (note slight thinning where curve meets straight)

Sans Serif Typeface: Geometric

Futura
Early 20th century, designed by Paul Renner, Germany

One story lower case “a” and “g”



Blackletter
Goudy Text
Early 20th century, designed by Frederic Goudy; based on German 

hand lettering prior to printing and Gutenberg’s Bible, 1455

Calligraphic Typefaces: Blackletter or Fraktur

Vertical emphasis

High contrast in stroke weight

Angled strokes



Formal Script
Bickham Script
1997-2004, designed by Richard Lipton; 

based on 18th century engraved lettering by George Bickham.

Calligraphic Typefaces: Script

High contrast in stroke weight (usually)

Strokes are meant to connect; never use open or tight tracking



Informal Script

Brush Script
1942, designed by Robert E. Smith

Calligraphic Typefaces: Script

Contrast in stroke weight varies depending on style

Not all informal scripts are meant to connect; look for extensions on strokes



HIDEOUS
Calligraphic Typefaces: Type Crime

Never ever ever ever ever set script or swash typefaces in ALL CAPS



Type Families

Adobe Garamond Pro Regular
Adobe Garamond Pro Italic
Adobe Garamond Pro Semibold

Adobe Garamond Pro Semibold Italic
Adobe Garamond Pro Bold
Adobe Garamond Pro Bold Italic

Accént small caps 
Ligature: fi   true fraction: ½
Old style figs 615 in U/lc copy.
LINING FIGS 615 ALL CAPS.

The word “Pro” in a font name 

typically signifies an Open Type 

font. A large font family can give 

the designer a pleasing array of 

choices with both harmony and 

variety. This is most important in 

setting body copy.

Open Type fonts have a larger 

number of glyphs: accents, small 

caps, ligatures, true fractions, and 

old style and lining figures.







Some fonts are better suited for display or titling. They appear better at large 

sizes (36' and up) and are often more decorative or just plain weird.

Headline	Headline Headline

Display vs. Text Type

Display type is used on posters, book covers and headlines. Care must be 

taken to adjust the kerning for optimal beauty and even color. Swashes and 

other ornamental details can be added. Most importantly, use a font of an 

appropriate personality for your content.

Swash



The default on the computer is to set type at 12'. This is perfect for reading on 

screen, but too large for printed text type. The x-height influences legibility. 

Body copy must always be upper and lower case.

Body copy or text type needs to be legible in small sizes and for 
longer passages. For readability through the length of an article 
or a book, alignment should be justified or flush left. It is com-
monly thought that serif fonts are easier to read for long pas-
sages of text, but it is not known if that is simply due to force of 
habit and acculturation.

For body copy, line lengths must not be too short or too 
long. If too short, there are weird gaps in the line. If too 
long, they eye gets confused returning to the left to find 
the beginning of the next line. The line length is calculat-
ed by the number of characters in the line. If a font style 
is named “Book” you know it’s designed for body copy. 

Display vs. Text Type



Type Crimes

In high school many of you were taught to put two word spaces 
between sentences.  This is a vestige of the olden days of typewrit-
ers.  Typewriters had crude technology for fonts.  Little bits of metal 
would strike the paper through an ink ribbon.  There was no way 
that discrete kerning pairs could be designed into the fonts.  So the 
fonts were what is called “mono-spaced.”  It was necessary to put 
extra space between sentences, hence the double word space.  But 
forget what you were taught.  Now we have sophisticated typeset-
ting equipment, aka computers.  A double word space makes it look 
like you punched holes into your document.  Don’t do it.

In high school many of you were taught to put two word spaces 
between sentences. This is a vestige of the olden days of typewrit-
ers. Typewriters had crude technology for fonts. Little bits of metal 
would strike the paper through an ink ribbon. There was no way 
that discrete kerning pairs could be designed into the fonts. So the 
fonts were what is called “mono-spaced.” It was necessary to put 
extra space between sentences, hence the double word space. But 
forget what you were taught. Now we have sophisticated typesetting 
equipment, aka computers. A single word space makes it look like 
properly set type in your document. Do it.

Single word spaces between sentences.Double word spaces between sentences.

In Adobe InDesign, Command-Option-i will reveal “hidden characters”, all those 

non-printing marks that control spaces and paragraph returns. Check this to 

ensure you have the correct attributes in your typesetting.



Type Crimes

Don’t Distort letterforms

Don’t Distort letterforms
If you want a tall narrow typeface, find one of those proportions.

Notice that the horizontal stroke is much thicker 

than the vertical stroke; the “O” looks squashed.

Notice the evenness in stroke weight.


